Business meets Science
Smart Heating and Cooling Systems

How to deal with energy savings? New technologies and activities are spread out widely among consumers and SME’s. No need to miss news on that front. BUT having a more helicopter view on our built environment areas it seems that savings can origin from a complete different approach.

Using shortage or surplus of heat energy can be well distributed amongst networks between companies and consumers using interesting interface-technology. Marketing tools, existing success stories and competing prices can change a complete area into a conscious planet-saving district of tomorrow.

Through our „Business meets Science“ event, we want to support SMEs in finding the right euregional R&D partner for their innovation.

Come to our workshop and network event at PXL-Tech in Hasselt. Get inspired by the speakers, use the networking possibility and make a guided tour viewing a cold-heat network site functioning following the newest concepts, technologies and control strategies.

We look forward to your visit!
Your HYPEREGIO Partners
Invitation
Business meets Science

We would be pleased to welcome you to our networking event on 07 February 2018.

PXL-Tech
Agoralaan, building H
Diepenbeek, Belgium

Mijnwater BV
Valkenburgerweg 177
6419 AT Heerlen, The Netherlands

Registration
Please register by January 31

Please reply by 31 January 2018
with this link REGISTRATION

The number of participants is limited. By registering for this event, you agree that your details will appear on the list of participants, as well as photographs and films on which you may be shown.

HYPEREGIO – EarlyTech
Find your Perfect Match!

For many SMEs access to knowledge institutions and the research landscape is not a simple matter of course. The opportunities offered by university and research institutions are often not exhausted by companies.

With our “Business meets Science” events, we want to support SMEs in finding the right euregional R&D partner for their innovation. The HYPEREGIO partners support you in finding your right match. Free of charge, confidential and nonbinding.

Come to our networking events at interesting locations and get inspired by the speakers, use the networking possibilities and make a guided tour through the respective site.

Furthermore SMEs from the Euregio Meuse-Rhine are invited to:

- get acquainted with our technology transfer managers connecting you with suitable cross-border knowledge institutions
- grasp your B2S voucher: Get a € 3.000 grant to explore an initial cooperation with a knowledge institute to address your specific technology objectives.

This is a joint event of PXL-Tech, FH Aachen, Zuyd Hogeschool within the Interreg V-Project „HYPEREGIO - EarlyTech“.